


Overview: Kate Farms is the number one plant-based formula 
on the market serving thousands of patients suffering from 
severe, chronic diseases to less serious medical issues, and is 
available through prescription and over-the-counter. Aruliden, 
Material’s design studio, was tasked by Kate Farms to create a 
refreshed product architecture, brand identity and packaging.
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Kate Farms has historically been 
medically focused, which was a 
purposeful strategy to build credibility 
in the nutritional space. Having now 
built that credibility, the brand was 
deepening its investment into a more 
consumer-facing business with a 
refreshed brand strategy and refined 
target audience.

Aruliden, Material’s design studio, was 
tasked with creating a refreshed 
product architecture, brand identity, 
packaging, and messaging to support 
the new brand strategy, while teaching 
Kate Farms what these deliverables are, 
why they matter, and how to use them.

During the process, we expanded our scope 
and helped Kate Farms gain a deeper 
understanding of their new target audience, 
digging into what they value, desire, and the 
challenges they face.

This important step allowed us to find and 
create a careful balance between the 
contrasting qualities that appeal to the holistic 
values and mindset of the target audience. This 
was then represented through the project work 
by:

● Creating a master design brand 
principle rooted in layers that served to 
be a visual metaphor for the positive 
impact, relationship and partnership 
Kate Farms offers its customers.

● Infusing the brand’s visual identity and 
packaging with warmth, care and 
approachable humanity to highlight its 
unique point of difference.

The end result allowed us to unite the 
efficacy and emotion of Kate Farms’ 
science with the care for its products and 
audience - shown through the brand 
identity, packaging and messaging:

● Building a product architecture that 
clarified offerings, creating a blueprint 
for innovation, and bringing more 
value to the customers.

● Developing three vertical categories of 
products, rooted in the type of care 
each provides.

● Creating a clear tone of voice for the 
brand.

● A purposefully refreshed brand logo, 
new set of brand colors, library of 
bespoke illustrations for each product 
line and individual SKU, website design 
concept, campaign concepts, brand 
photo art direction, and modular 
physical design for medical trade show 
presence.
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WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE

BRAND PLAYBOOK




